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Rise and

SHINE

COMFORTS CAN CO-EXIST WITH ADVENTURE IN THE
COMPACT RHINOMAX SCORPION, THANKS TO THE
DROP-DOWN BED. WORDS DAVID GILCHRIST PICS NATHAN DUFF
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The camper you want is now easier to find
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GETTING UNDERNEATH

ouble Island Point, south of the
sublimely-named Rainbow Beach,
is one of Queensland’s gems on
the northern Sunshine Coast and
a favourite haunt for anglers, divers, and
campers alike. Therefore, we thought it was
a fitting place to find out whether or not
RhinoMax Scorpion has the right stuff to take
on some of the more remote and beautiful
spots Australia has to offer.

A REAL LOOKER
In case you haven’t heard of RhinoMax, it’s a
company that’s been crafting campers for half
a dozen years.
Although it’s nice to imagine RhinoMax gets
its name from some fascinating 6000km trek
along the Great Rift Valley from Lebanon’s
Beqaa Valley to Mozambique, it isn’t so. The
story goes that the owners, a couple of affable
Brits, came up with the name RhinoMax
over a beer. Nonetheless, if the company’s
continuing success is anything to go by, it has
gradually worked its way into the hearts and
minds of a good number of the camper trailer
fraternity.
Of course, to win over the camping market,
the Queensland-based manufacturer first
had to get the look right. After all, for many,
crossing the infamous Canning Stock Route
is only worthwhile if you take a selfie to prove

you’ve done it in style.
And for couples ready to get off the
blacktop and trek from camp to camp without
the hassle of struggling to heave a softfloor
camper tent into position or tow a fully-fledged
caravan, this hard shell pop-top hybrid
presents a handsome silhouette.
In part, those good looks are thanks to
RhinoMax’s attention to detail. From its
stylised corner brackets, laser-cut firewood
holder and trim plates to the angled front that
almost mirrors the ample departure angle, the
review camper presents details and symmetry
that suggest a nice balance between style
and purpose.
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Good looks are one thing but they don’t count
for much if a sturdy chassis, drawbar and
suspension are not part of the equation.
Typically, camper trailers ride on chassis
rails that are smaller than the drawbar rails.
That’s not the case with the Scorpion. The
Scorpion’s 150x50mm hot-dipped galvanised
drawbar construction is continuous with
chassis rails of the same size. A look
around the RhinoMax factory revealed the
emphasis the company puts on quality, sturdy
construction.
The review Scorpion featured
RhinoMax’s own design independent coil
spring suspension with twin shock absorbers;
during our review, the camper tracked
easily along the beach, even when riding on
fully-inflated tyres.

AROUND THE OUTSIDE
Fibreglass composite body panelling around
the walls and roof, together with resin flooring
provided a modern body shell that houses a
great array of features designed to make a
camping holiday enjoyable.
First up, sitting under the wind-out Fiamma
awning is a stainless kitchen that provides
adequate bench space to scramble eggs and
three burners on which to cook them, sizzle
bacon and fry French toast. Simply put, the

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT : The
cutaway rear provides offroad relief for
the compact 3.1m shell; The camper
towed beautifully on hard packed
sand; Two 150Ah solar panels ride up
top; RhinoMax’s own independent
suspension is supported with Pedders
shocks; The front box protects your
auxiliary water supply.

MEASURING UP
HITS
> Plenty of interior headspace
> Three-burner exterior stove
> Convenient external shower
> Stylish modern look

MISSES
> Diesel heater for cold weather
might be worthwhile
> Would have liked external
speakers from entertainment
system
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as to be a decorative raised central wall
panel is actually a flip-up shower roof with a
drop-down privacy curtain for the external hot
and cold shower. Just swing the hinged spare
tyre cradle out of the way, lift the lid, drop the
curtain and you’re ready to wash the sand off
your bare bodkin – that’s handy.
When it comes to washing, in case the 110L
water storage tank runs low on a longer bush
camping stint, the review Scorpion can draw
water from a creek through an on-board water
pump. The creek water bypasses the water
tank so as to avoid contaminating the stored
water supply. If all of that still has you feeling a
little parched, don’t worry. If the jerry cans in
the holders are filled with fuel, the trailer has
room for an additional optional 85L water tank.
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: The custom-size

fridge makes full use of the available
space in the Scorpion’s compact design;
The high spec electrics system includes
a 600W inverter for full access to your
comforts off the grid; The kitchen pulls
out and rotates to rest parallel with the
camper, optimising space under the
awning.
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three-burner cooker with electronic ignition is
sure to put a smile on the dial of any travelling
gourmet with a hankering for a little culinary
creativity. A stainless sink plumbed to hot and
cold water, utility drawers, a slide-out custom
fridge, and pull-out pantry complete the
kitchen area. All up, this was a well thought
out and easy to use kitchen.
The kitchen stove is plumbed to a gas bottle
in the front storage box on the drawbar. That
box is subdivided into three separate spaces
including space for the plumbed gas cylinder,
a spare gas cylinder or space for assorted
bric-a-brac and a middle section for four
jerry cans. The gas cylinder spaces are large

enough to accommodate either 4.5L or 9L
cylinders making it a versatile design.
Further around the camper, a large storage
hatch provides useful access to twin 120Ah
batteries, battery charger and a 600W inverter
that two rooftop 150W solar panels support. A
low voltage disconnect unit helps protect the
batteries from discharging completely. All of
this means there’s ample power for a weekend
away at the beach to power the camper’s
LED lights and to charge your laptop or other
device in order to check the weather or tides.
Further around the outside, there’s access
to porta-potti storage close to the external
shower ensuite. On the rear, what appears

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE: Raise the bed for
lounging; The ensuite is a fuss-free affair;
Take a seat when the bed’s out of the way;
Storage and worktop space in the rear.

CTA RATING
1. FIT FOR INTENDED PURPOSE
2. INNOVATION
3. SELF-SUFFICIENCY
4. QUALITY OF FINISH
5. BUILD QUALITY

ON THE INSIDE
Lift the roof and the inside of the camper has
sufficient headspace for even a reasonably
tall holidaymaker. Once on the inside, you
discover large well-made drawers, convenient
bench space, and a hatch providing internal
access to the porta potti. Of course, the
best feature is a comfortable camper-queensized innerspring bed. Lift the bed to the roof
and you have well-upholstered dinette-style
seating and under-bed storage, the top of
which makes for a useful table. If that sort of
casual tabletop space isn’t your style, don’t
worry, a bracket connection provides an
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6. OFFROAD-ABILITY
7. COMFORTS
8. EASE OF USE
9. VALUE FOR MONEY
10. X-FACTOR
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CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE: Access the
porta potti from inside and out; Innerspring
comfort is in the convertible space; Controls
are easily accessible.

CTA SPECS
RHINOMAX
SCORPION
> TRAILER
Tare 1320kg
ATM 2000kg (2500kg with breakaway system fitted)
Suspension Independent coil spring
with dual shocks
Brakes 12in electric
CouplingDO35
Chassis 150x50mm hot-dipped gal
Drawbar 150x50mm hot-dipped gal
Body Fiberglass composite panelling
Wheel/tyre 16in alloy
Style Hard shell pop-top

anchor point for a small table.
Although not large, the interior space is big
enough as a bedroom or perhaps as a space in
which to shelter when wet weather removes the
opportunity for outdoor living.

THE VERDICT

Gas cylinders 2x4.5kg
Water 1x110L
Cooktop Three-burner
Kitchen Stainless steel slide-out
with sink
Battery 2x120Ah, 2x150W solar

4 x Jerry cans

> PRICE AS SHOWN
$58,950
> ENQUIRIES
To enquire about this camper, visit
www.campertraileraustralia.com.
au/spec or phone (07) 3073 8366
> CAMPERTRAILERAUSTRALIA. COM.AU
> More pictures
> Specs to compare
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a serious long-term touring contender, by virtue
of the quality of its construction, the elegance of
its design and the fine array of equipment.

Gas bottle

Seat
Queen bed
Seat

Shower room

> ACCESSORIES

Worktop

Box size 3100x1970mm
Length (hitch to tail lights) 5300mm
Tent size n/a

In the parade of hybrid campers available today,
the RhinoMax Scorpion is an Australian-made
offroad camper constructed largely from locallysourced materials.
Although its Aussie-made credentials are
worth celebrating, the Scorpion is a mid- to
top-end camper that even the most adventurous
camping couple would find difficult to ignore as

Storage

> DIMENSIONS

Fridge
Extension bench
three burner
cooktop

Doorstep
Awning

